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Everyone evangelizing everywhere
This year’s
year's Conference on Evangelism will into evangelism.
miscon
After clearing the air of any misconprobably be remembered as well for the
Adams’ ceived notions anyone might have that
controversy stirred up by Dr. Adams'
dogmatic denunciation of the charismatic evangelism is exclusively the task of
o f the
Anderson's doctrine pastor or professional evangelist, Dr.
movement in Mr. Anderson’s
class, as it will be for the thoughtful and Adams went on to establish the scripscrip
clear tural method for evangelism as it is
scriptural principles of evangelism so clearAdams’ morning mesmes exemplified in the book of Acts. The
ly defined in Dr. Adams'
sages. The conference got off to a slow phenomenal growth of the early church
unexpected- cannot be attributed solely to the work
Adams' plane was unexpected
start as Dr. Adams’
ly delayed, causing him to arrive half an
ooff the apostles. The reason behind the
hour late for his first chapel, but any rapid spread of
o f Christianity in its early
tense anticipation that may have been
stages can be found in the fact that the
building up was rapidly dispelled as the
whole Church took seriously their call to
effec _ proclaim the Good News. The Church
Westminster Seminary professor effectively used his remaining time to estabestab was the base ooff operations: the common
lish the basis for his scriptural insights
o f believers for fellowship
meeting place of
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and spiritual instruction. It was not the
center ooff evangelism. Likewise, if we
ou nation to Christ, we
expect to turn our
God’s plan for evnagelism.
must return to God's
“ Every
Thus, the title for the conference: "EveryEverywhere."
one Evangelizing Everywhere.”
Dr. Adams also explained that much
of our failure in evangelism stems from a
misrepresented concept of the Gospel.
The two basic facts of the Gospel as
they are spelled out in I Cor. 15 are
that Christ died for our sins and that
God raised Him from the dead. We
Gosmustn’t think we are presenting the Gos
mustn't
pel if we fail to accurately present these
essential components ooff the message. We
must also beware of watering down the
Good News by adding to it. Dr. Adams
was particularly vehement in his denundenun
inciation ooff social action groups who in
clude active social action within the
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a few comical sing-along type trios and
a demonstration by our German scientist,
Herr Doctor (Raym
ond) Leerhopf, of an
(Raymond)
amazing
enlarging
machine ("Was
(“ Was that
Vander Ark. Though she considers her
hermachine
real?”
they
asked).
They
really
real?"
self a senior, she certainly exhibited
became
part
of
the
show
when
they
took
than
greater rapport with the younger set ·than
part
in
a
puppet
show
by
hissing,
some
somesome of us with more recent experience
times uncontrollably, at the evil witch, and
as juveniles.
charac
o f excited children participating in dialogue with the .::haracThe large group of
ters.
The
show
was
concluded
with
an
ccncluded
present were drawn into the program with
operatic rendition of the old favorite,
“ Goldilocks and the Three Bears,"
Bears,” com
com"Goldilocks
plete with papa, in overalls,apron bedecked
mama, and a bibbed, frolickly baby bear
who stole the hearts of the kids. Of
course it would be incomplete without
effecGoldilocks, the well-meaning but effec
_tive cause ooff tragedy in her blue gingham
dress and apron. One is left with the
“Can a little blonde girl find
question, "Can
story?" or is it
happiness as the villian of a story?”
“ True blondes have more fun (than
"True
bears?) ?
_p,
Meiners
-P. Meiners
bears?)"?

Literature for children,1-89
childre11, 1-89
~iterature
The true nature and age of
o f many students
Col
and others connected with Covenant College was displayed last Saturday when the
chapel was packed with a record crowd.
The event was cosponsored by the LiterLiter
ary Society and the Children's
Children’s Lit. class,
and clearly showed the genius of
o f Miss

basic tenents of the Gospel ooff Christ.
With his characteristic forcefulness,
Dr. Adams climaxed his messages with a
stern warning for the Christian Church.
Drawing his theological implications from
the book ooff Jonah, he strongly urged the
Church to willingly accept its commission
to evangelize. If we fail in this, “"the
the
more excellent way,”
way," we can fully expect
Jon.LL
to be driven to our task, as was Jonah..
quesThe informality of the evening ques
tion and answer sessions tended to bring
a complementary warmth and specific
applications to the thoughts expressed by
mesDr. Adams in the morning chapel mes
sages, and the provocative thinking aenterroused by his willingness to openly enter
controtain discussion on any number ooff contro
conferversial issues helped to make the confer
ence an interesting experience and rich
Holliday
spiritual blessing.
--C.
C . Holliday

"Christians for Peace and Student
Liberty" seeks official recognition

Students David Crawford and Craig Da"Chrisvoulas are heading a group called “Chris
Liberty"
tians for Peace and Student Liberty”
recog- .
which is now pressing for official recog
nition from the Office of Student Affairs.
o f the CPSL, according to
The purpose of

Crawford and Davoulas, is "to
“ to establish
Covenant as a more preceptive Christian
community by creating discussion and
probformulating Christian approaches to prob
students.”
lems relevant to Covenant students."
Due to an enthusiastic response at the
first CPSL meeting in February, the group
coordinators are now preparing a consticonsti
tution and a “"Request
Request for Approval as a
Organization." These will be
Student Organization.”
Offito the Dean ooff Students. Offi
submitted to
cial school sanction is desirable because it
will permit the CPSL to use school
facilities for its operations.
Crawford sees the aim of the CPSL as
tow-fold. “"Our
Our first objective,”
reobjective," he re
marks, “"is
is service to the students ooff the
Covenant community. For instance, we
plan to raise money on a regular basis so
that students with sudden financial needs
may easily have money
rr.oney available to them.
“"Secondly,
Secondly, we want to
to help students
to clarify in their own minds a Christian
perspective towards peace in Vietnam or
any other pertinent problem. The CPSL
intends to provide students with an
opporar: oppor
tunity to voice their opinions and con
concerns on these issues'*
issues,"•
The CPSL meets Monday nights in
G105
organizaPM. Because the organiza
IO P.M.
GIOS at 10
tion is not yet fully structured, Crawford
and Davoulas are welcoming suggestions
or inquiries from interested students.
—B.
Tilton
-B. Tilton
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o f the bomb. We have grown
We are the generation of
up with it; its threat of
o f man-made global catastrophe
constant companion. Yet it is not
has been our cc,nstant
much ori
on our minds. Maybe that's
th a t’s ggood-and
o od-and then
maybe it's
i t ’s not. Perhaps we are the victims of
of a
subtle rationalization, a rationalization that covers
up and ignores the worst aberration. The insane
has become acceptable; it is now ingrained in the
secular way of
o f life.
It
I t doesn't
doesn’t make sense. On the one hand, no man
(in his right mind) wants It, yyet
e t every nation is
adamant in its refusal to de-fuse. A
And
n d many of
o f the
nations without
w ithout It are spending an out-sized portion
of
o f their national incomes in a mad race to be the
. . ..)) on their
· first (or the second, or the third, ..
continent to have It. So it seems that there can be
no resolution to this agonizing international idiocy.
Mankind has set sail in the swift-flowing stream of
of
Power Politics, only to be dashed upon the rocks of
of
SelfDestruction.
Self-Destruction.
Well, where do we stand in all this? N
Not
o t very
tall, that's
forr sure. Oh, certainly we can reject the
th a t’s fo
pimp
pim
p of
o f subtle rationalization; we can call scientific
insanity by its real name. A
And
forr
n d we can 1•ote
vote fo
disarmament. We can vote fo
forr the man who is
opposed to ABM, to the spiraling arms race. B
But
ut
should we? To possibly shed some light on this
subject, and on the larger question of
o f self-defense,
Bagpipe interviewed Dr. William Barker and Dr.
you
John Sanderson. Here ari-their
are their replies. IIff you
don't
d o n ’t agree, let us all know, and why.
-G.
— G. Lindley
L in d le y

Lindley: IIff in next
n ext yyear's
e a r’s presidential election, we
are confronted with candidates who offer a choice
between disarmament and a continued arms race
u conceive
(which might include ABM), how do yo
you
responsible Christian's
Christian’s choice ((on
the responsibie
on this issue alone)?
o u r opinion.
Please give us yyour

Barker: I donit
don’t think that this is a thing that one
can decide in terms of absolute principle. The
amount of defense the government engages in is
completely and directly dependent on the kind of
threat that we face. So if we feel that the Russians,
or the Chinese, or whatever nation appears to be our
enemy, represents a menace to us, we have to be in
a position to retaliate in order to prevent them from
using that power. Now the other factor is that we’ve
we've
o f over-kill capacity, so the question
reached the place of
then is what do we need to counteract any opposing
threat? Is there any threat that we cannot already
meet? Well, here’s
here's where we have to consider the
o f m:.clear
nuclear power. We have to be
means of delivery of
able to either have a thing that would receive and
intercept such an attack, or we have to prevent such
o f countercounter
an attack by having a fool-proof means of
m atter how much they hit us with,
attack. So no matter
we would still have the means of retaliation and then
can’t speak as an expert
have that as a preventive. I can't
I’m in favor of all such
on the present situation. I'm
efforts such as the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.
wouldn’t support a candidate who proposes
But I wouldn't
o f arms. I think this is foolfool
unilateral reduction of
don’t care what the
hardy. If he says that we don't
we’re just
Russians or the Chinese have, we're
jut going to
we’re
take the first step in reducing arms, I think we're
just commiting suicide as a nation
nation.. . We can expect
they’ll take advantage of that situation. But we
that they'll
can still take a lead in what we propose concerning
strategic arms limitations. We ought to be coming
up with imaginative proposals, taking a little initiative,
so that they can respond with something that moves
Kennedy’s time there was
in the same direction. In Kennedy's
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an effort to have limitation of nuclear bombs and
nuclear capacity. I think that if we hadn’t
hadn't had some
agreements at that point, both sides would be much
higher in their pctential
potential destructiveness. So we have
to talk, but we have to be realistic and insist on
right of
o f ins;,ection.
inspection. I think that the Russians are
responsible enough to realize the destructive power
that exists now. But whether the Chinese are
reasonable enough to deal with on this subject I
don't
don’t know.

ethics, the defense of
o f one's
one’s self or one's
one’s family. I
have taken the pcsition
position that if we're
we’re being persecuted
as Christians, we as individuals should be prepared to
submit to that persecution. We should obey the Lord,
any.
and I think that means refusing to bow down to any_
other god and then paying the consequences. If the
enemy, whether it be the state or somebody else,
smites us on the one cheek, we should be prepared to
turn the other just as the Lord did when He was
being tried and put to death.

Lindley: What is it that makes two nations fear
each other like this? You take any individual
single American and any single Russian and undoubtundoubt
edly they
th e y 'II
’ll agree that it's
i t ’s insane that we have all
this potential to annihilate each other time and
time again. B
But
u t when yyou
o u take two countries like
this, there is so much collective fear there. Each
side feels so threatened that they keep stepping it
up.

Lindley: You don't
d o n ’t think we should try to escape
the consequences?

Barker: There are two things that have contributed
o f course, is the
to this since World War II. One, of
ideological difference-two
difference—two different systems of life
altogether in Communism and in the free world. I
think that we have to recognize that Ce,mmunism,
Communism,
even though it is committed to takeover by process
of the dialectic, an inevitable movement that excludes
the use of force, is also committed to an atheistic
position, which means elimination of
o f those who are
believers. We have to be alert to that and recognize
it as an enemy force. Now the other factor is
strictly a matter
m atter of
o f nationalistic self-interest. I think
that there have been a lot of times in the relations
between Russia: and the United States where national
self-interest has been more of
o f a factor that the ideoloideolo
gical difference. Nations have the same problems (as
neighbors in a city) as long as human nature is
operative. When you compete with one another,
you’re going to feel that the good things in this
you're
world are limited, and therefore, you have to be sure
you get your share. The result is mutual suspicion
which
That’s just a
\\<hich enlarges the friction and tension. That's
fact of life. We should do all in our power to reduce
that we should recognize
those feelings, but I think tr.at
that this is the result of sinful human nature. And
apart from the power of
o f the gospel, we can't
can’t expect
a great change from that.

Lindley: What is a Christian position on self-defense
selfdefense
of a
or protection (which directly bears on relation of
Christian to civil government)?
gcvernment)? Can we justifiably
spend billions to maintain our "strike"
“strike” capacity?
in with what I've
I’ve
Barker: I think the latter part ties iE
already said. The budget of a nation is very much
like the budget of
o f a college or a family. You have
to determine priorities. Those priorities are deterdeter
you’re not in a luxurious
mined, at least when you're
what is necessary. I think that we have
situation, by ·what

The budget of a nation is
is very much
like the budget of a college
or family. You have to determine
priorities.

to face the fact that defense is a necessity. There
are other tremendous needs in our country, and I
think we should move to reduce the defense spending
necessary. If we could put
to what is absolutely .necessary.
some of the defense money into the city, we could
o f the probprob .
move in the direction of solving some of
lems there. But then if defense were reduced to the
!ems
advan
point where an enemy felt that he could take advantage of us, all the things we might do for the city
could be destroyed by bombs. So the defense
capability has to be maintained. It is a question,
o f what really constitutes our defense. But
though, of
you asked about a Christian position on self-defense.
Here I think we have to make a distinction between
o f the nation, and personal
social ethics, the defense of

Barker: I think that all depends on one's
one’s situation.
I think that there's
there’s a time when one can flee. Then
there are times when it might be dishonorable to flee.
don’t
I think we should be prepared to face that. I don't
think it's
ui: arms in
it’s right for Cbristians
Christians to take up
o f the Church or of the Gospel. I think
defense of
that’s contrary to what Christ has taught us. In that
that's
sense, I feel we would not use what is normally
recognized as the right of
o f self-defense if it's
it’s a question
of persecution for our faith in Christ. The military
is a perfectly proper thing. I think this is indicated
in Romans 13. The power of the state bears the
sword net in vain. It has that power. When the
soldier came to John the Baptist, having responded to
the Baptist's
Baptist’s ministry to repent and prepare himself
o f Heaven, he said to John, "What
“ What
for the Kingdom of
shall I do?"
do?” John didn't
didn’t tell him to quit being a
soldier. He said don't
don’t steal from people, be fair
and just in all your dealings as a soldier. But being
a soldier was still a legitimate function for him as a
godly man.

(Interviewer's
(Interviewer’s note: Dr. Sanderson chose to reply to
our two basic questions by means of
o f a preliminary
"statement."
“statement. ” This is not
n o t to be construed as anything
fin
a l-so don't
d o n ’t try to nail him to the wall!)
final-so
Sanderson: You ask what our Christian responsibility
is in regard to the arms race and our responsibility as _
a nation among the nations of the world. I think we
would have to begin by saying that there is a basic
Christian as an individual
difference between the Ctristian
decision-maker and the Christian as a responsible
we’ll find
citizen. · I think as we look at the Bible, we'll
number of principles that come
that there are quite a mµnber
to mind. First is the principle that war is the result
of sin. James says this in chapter 4,
4, verse 1. As I
read history and as I read commentators on history, I
v/ould have to come to the conclusion that generally
would
doesn’t have good results. In this
speaking war doesn't
connection, let me just refer you to the introductory
statement by Charles Hodge in his Systematic
Theology, Volume III, page 865. But also since
quoted as the or:e
one
Augustine is the one who is always q~oted
o f a just war, I think it's
it’s worthwhile
who is in favor of
o f God, Book
to read what he has to say in The City of
XIX and ·Chapter VII-Augustine
VII—Augustine paints a pretty
pretty
think that this quotation and
horrible picture. I ttink
others like it ought to come to our mind when we
think about war and its horror.
Now in the second place, I think we ought to
keep in mind tr.at
that as individuals we sometimes may
defend ourselves and sometimes should not. It all
depends on the circumstances. In the Sermon on
M ount, for example, Jesus adv_
advocates
non-resis
the Mount,
ocates non-resistance on some occasions. On the other hand, in
Luke 22:36, He told His disciples to sell what they
had so that they could buy a sword. With this in
mind, and in light of
o f the teaching in Romans 12, I
would suggest that we should not defend ourselves
when we are overcome with hatred or controlled by
a desire for vengeance.
Moving on to the Christian as a responsible citizen,
it seems to me that the state exists to provide justice
by means of
o f the power of the sword. The state must
has th'e
the power of the sword
enforce its laws, and it ·has
to do so. Now a Christian citizen should see to it
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A
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war.
First of
o f all, I don’t
don't think we should think of war.
Gosf
as an instrument for keeping do0rs
doors open to the Gos*
pel. I think it is quite clear from the Bible that we
have better weapons than that, for example prayer.
to open
We really have no authority to use the sword tc
doors or to keep them open. Secondly, I think it is
Scriptural to say that we may favor a war in which ·
the magistrates use the power of the sword to punish
crimes or to prevent crimes. However, the crime
should be clearly defined according to some legal
standard. This is a big problem today, for there is
no legal standard ooff international law that has
gripped the minds of people. I think we have to be
very careful tc protect the consciences ooff those who
might disagree with this question of
o f waging war. A

If we are delivered, it will be
because God determined to deliver
us, not because of the wisdom of our
foreign policy.

o f the state are themselves just as
that the laws of
measured by the standards or
of G
cd’s laws. One thing
Gcd's
that the Bible stresses again and again is the responsi
responsibility of the state in caring for the weak and the
helpless. More frequently our laws are framed to
help the strong and the wealthy and the noble.
Now when it comes to the legality of war, it
seems to me that Old Testament wars fall into three
comdifferent classifications. Some ooff these were com
manded by God to punish such sinners as were
chosen by Him for judgm
ent. If you will compare
judgment.
20:14
2 :4 f you'll
you’ll see that God
14 and Deut. 2:4f
I Kings 20:
for
commanded war in certain instances and actually forbade war in other instances. In other words, the
choice was up to God. All men are equally sinners,
but a war was used to judge some and not to judge
others. Now in the second place, some wars in the
Old Testament were undertaken on human initiative,
but people went to God and asked for His sanction.
(Note Judges 20:18,23). Then in the third place,
there were some wars in the Old Testament which
were entered into without
w ithout consulting Gcd,
G cd, or were
entered into contrary to His counsel. (Note I Kings
think the fact that we have examples of
22). New I tl-.ink
each of these classes in the Old Testament should
make it clear that very sober consideration should be
given to waging war. I think that the Bible would
or. the wager of war to show
say that the burden is on
that God’s
God's law is not being broken. Later on in the
it’s interesting to notice that when foreign
prophets, it's
nations were allowed to invade the Promised Land,
as an instrument
instrum ent of chastening, the prophets generally
recommended surrender or at least non-resistance.
(Note Jeremiah 27 and 18). I think that we can say
that the prophets were not single-minded patriots.
Jeremiah also counseled non-resistance in Babylon
during the captivity; he even told the people to pray
for their capturers. The people went into captivity
not because of the Babylonians, but because ooff their
sin. Release would come with prayer and repentance
to God because God was the agent of their defeat
Jere
and exile. It is also interesting to note that Jeredidn’t forsake the people when they refused to
miah didn't
them,,
obey God. He even went to Egypt with them

He had told them to surrender. I would
though 1-le
take it from this that a Christian today might serve
war—as prophets, not
as a chaplain even in an unjust war-as
morale officers.
Now when we come to the New Testament, I
think it should_
should be pointed out that neither Jesus nor
John the Baptist told soldiers who came to them to
give up their occupations. Perhaps the soldiers were
serving more as policemen than actual combatants.
But in any case, there was nothing intrinsically wrong
w ith their occupations. Another
Anoth~r point that needs to
with
be mentioned today, particularly when freedom and
liberty are so much before us, is that Jesus did not
propose the overthrow of
o f the Roman government
not a
even though it was a foreign rule. He was net
member of
o f the party called the "Zealots."
“Zealots.” The
kingdom of
o f God can thrive
governtl: rive under a hostile govern
m
ent. Political liberty, while it is devoutly to be
ment.
desired, is not a matter
m atter of prime cc,ncern.
concern.
o f difficult verses in the gosgos
There are a couple of
pels which perhaps ought to be mentioned. In Matt.
“ They that take the sword will
26:52, Jesus says, "They
perish by the sword."
sword.” A question of
o f interpretation
arises here. Was Jesus speaking of warfare generally?
Or was He speaking about using physical force to
o f God? I think He is clearly
further the Kingdom of
rd that what He means
speaking about the latter, aar-d
here is that we should net seek to gain Christian
ends by the use ooff the sword. (Note also Rev.
13:10).
10). Another difficult passage is Luke 22
13:
where Jesus tells His disciples to sell what they have
“ sword” in this context
so they can buy a sword. A "sword"
is probably tc be understood as a symbol of
o f justice.
justice.
How and when the sword might be used is left to
the individual, so today someone might properly
citizen's arrest, or might feel free to
engage in a citizen’s
break up a fight on the ground that as a Christian
citizen he has a responsibility for justice and the propro
tection of the weak.
Now there are other passages that I have not been
able to examine, but on the basis of these passages
I think I would be able to come to some conclusions
that apply to some of the problems that we have
today.

man’s
man's conscience might send him to war. Another
man’s conscience might keep him from war. I think
man's
to be very careful to protect the sanctity of
we have to
the conscience in both instances.
Now I think we ought to seek to be strong as a
nation. Addressing myself to the question specificalspecifical
ly, I'd
I’d like to point out that arms are only one way
to show strength; moral force is frequently stronger.
This is what concerns me about the so-called "credi“ credi
materialistic.
society's materialistic
bility gap"
gap” and our whole society’s
attitude. I think these are undermining our moral
potential in a signinficant way. I think that until
we re-assert our moral stance before the world, our
part in the arms race will continue to appear, and I
use that word advisedly, will continue to appear to
be imperialistic. I think President Nixon’s
Nixon's greatest
contribution could be the rebuilding ooff our moral
nation.
So far he has not
image as a responsible nation.
been able to do this.
The present arms race is misconceived, because it
has no Biblical warrant. It views nations merely as
righteouspower structures, and there is no appeal to righteous
ness which alone makes a nation strong. Our present
“ policeman”
foreign policy is based on our position as ''.policeman"
histori
for the free world. Have we any Biblical or historilet's spell it
cal justification for this role? If we do, let’s
out. In any defense ooff our actions that I have
heard, this is an element which is lacking. Yet such
a justification might unify us as a nation and might
commend us to other nations who have their doubts
about us.
From Scriptural principles, I would not be in
o f a uni-lateral reduction in arms. I don't
don’t
favor of
think that this would be a solution to the question,
largely because it would strike at the very heart of
the state as a state. It seems to me that the SALT
talks are in the right direction, provided open inspec
inspection can be secured for all the parties involved. Now
I think that in the Christian position, there has to be
naivete . Our appeal should
a certain appearance ooff naivete.
not be to the nations of
o f the world; our confidence is
not in any treaty that we might make. Our conficonfi
dence must be in God, who is sovereign over all, and
we must trust His sovereignty. He enforces His will
If
among the armies both in Heaven and on earth. If
we are delivered from our present distresses, it will be
o f righteousness, not might ooff arms. We will
because of
not be the first nation to be delivered by God, not
o f the wisdom of
o f our foreign policy or the
because of
might of
o f our arms, but because he determined to dede
liver us. We must then do what is right regardless
circumstances, regardless of the seeming lack
of.•. the circ-:unstances,
, of sophistication. By this we must be content to
stand or fall.
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S cots walked
w a lke d away
aw ay from
fro m the
th e 1971 SCAC tournament
to u rn a m e n t in fo
u r th place out
o u t of
o f a fie
ld of
of
The Scots
eig h t, precisely duplicating
d u p lic a tin g their
th e ir finish
fin is h in the
th e regular season. Particularly
P a rtic u la rly gratifying
g ra tify in g to
to
eight,
C ovenant fans were the
th e awards given to Covenant
C ovenant performers.
p e rfo rm e rs. Rodney
R odney A!exnnder
A le xa n d e r and Greg
Covenant
won
M a ffe t w
ere chosen for
fo r the
th e First
F irs t All-Conference
A ll-C o n fe re n ce Team.
Team . The
T h e Scot
S cot cheerleaders w
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Maffet
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fo r the
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Back to the mainstream
for warmth and comfort
attem pt to maintain the modern
In an attempt
tradition of
o f evange1ical
evangelical student journaljournal
ism, I began organizing my analysis of
o f the
ent dutiduti
tournament
recent SCAC basketball tournam
presupposifully seeking the basic pagan presupposi
tions undergirding such a careless display
o f interest by American fundamentalists.
of
“Urbana
Considering such monickers as "Urbana
Revisited”
“the two-handed dunk-Al
dunk—A1
Revisited" or "the
Barnett’s answer to sphere sovereignty,"
sovereignty,”
Barnett's
I was yet concerned that I had a case
which could stand before the onslaught
ooff our still captive awareness. It dawned
on me that I was delving too deeply. The
real point ooff the tournam
ent was the
tournament
brief scrap after the Bryan-Temple game
and the accuring lack of respect for
civil authorities when the "police"
“ police” arrived.
Recognizing the fact that Bryan’s
“ Lion”
Bryan's "Lion"
inwas swiped and that Christians were in
volved—
volved-aa comparison with the early
church leaped into my mind, to disappear,
sadly, when I recalled how quickly the
Lion was recaged and how few Christians
were finally eaten.
With these arguments disolving before

_:iy
my very eyes I plodded along with .:1y
analysis, turning now to the mundane
particulars
particularl, of the event. There was some
interesting basketball played—
some by
played-some
there were some
not-there
Covenant, some not—
fine individual
Individual performances by Maffet,
Barnett, Linley, and Roberson, and the
Covenant contingent was not without its
awards: Alexander and Maffet were selecselec
ted to the All-conference team, and the
surcheerleaders won again. Much to my sur
prise it suddenly struck me that I had
almost enjoyed myself watching all those
basketball games.
Where had I gone
wrong? I was quite frankly unnerved.
I knew that there was a great deal
more that I could criticize in the way of
attitudes, sportsmanship, and spirit, but
I also recognized that in order to concon
sistently pursue that course, I would
necessarily have to involve myself in that
nasty business of personal conviction of
sin, a task not popular in evangelical
student journalism, and at this point I
badly needed the confidence that only
- R . Rayburn
provide . -R.
the mainstream can provide.
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Carter H. Evans
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• Front end alignment
• Electronic engine diagnosis
•eAir
A ir conditioning repairs
mRoad
eRoad service

Eighth and Market
Chattanooga
Tennessee 37402
37402
Phone: 267-0901
267-0901

pizza villa

3
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Road
Ringgold
3607
Chattanooga
Chattanooga
Tennessee
Tennessee

Friday 12
:00
Recess at 11:00
Baseball Trip begins

Inc.

am-5:30 pm
7:00 am—5:30
Monday-Friday: 7:00
am—1:00 pm
7:00am-1:00pm
Saturday: 7:00

“NothingBeatsa
Beatsa Pizza"Nothing
Except Maybe Our Spaghetti”
Spaghetti"

CALENDAR
SCOT CALENDAR

LOOKOUT
LOOKOUT
M O UNTAIN
MOUNTAIN
CLEANERS,

Phone 629-3311
o nday
Monday
Closed every M

Fairyland
Fairyland

Drugs
PRESCRIPTION
SPECIAL PRESCRIPTION
PRICES to all Covenant
students and faculty
Free delivery

831-1627
831-1627

Saturday 13
Labri Conference begins
Tuesday 23
Classes reume
COME AND SEE
TH
F A IR YLAND CAVERNS
CA VERNS
THEE FAIRYLAND
and all the other things there are
to see and do at Rock City!

Wednesday 24-Saturday 27
Southern Association of
Schools and Colleges
evaluation team to be
here

DISTINCTIVE
GIFTS
The TOP SHOP
Watauga Lane
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Phone
821-2911
Phone.821-2911

Behind the Post Office at the Lookout Mountain Shopping Center

